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The aim of this paper is to offer a critical appraisal of Jacques Deπida's ηοιίοπ of 
hospitality. This critical appraisal begins by presenting the logic of this notion of 
hospitalίty, which is conditioned by the relationship between two tenns ίη the form of an 
absolute antinomy or aΡοήa. Οη the one hand, the law of "rea1" οτ "absolute" hospitality 
demands the unconditional reception of the foreigner. Οη the other hand, there are the 
conditional laws of hospitality which, while they translate the unconditiona1 law into a 
reciprocal ήght to ιueive and a duty to offer hospitality, simultaneously impose 
conditions οη ίι The relationship between these two elements is then seen to determine 
the boundaries of a decision to offer hospitality. Ιι is these boundaήes. and the possibility 
of this decision. which are then seen to raise difficulties for a consistent1y responsible 
offer of hospitality. 

Por the French philosopher Jacques Deπida, the logic of the concept of 
hospitalitya is conditioned by an antinomy which is ίn the form of an aporia. This 
aporia contains two elements whose relationship is one of an ίπesοlνable 

negatiνity. Οη the one hand, there is the Iaw of unlimited hospitaIity that ordains 
the unconditiona1 reception of other, whoeνer he or she is, that is, the proνision 
of hospitality to the stranger without conditions, restrictions and retums. The Iaw 
of absolute, unconditional, hyperbolic hospitality, asks us to say yes to the 
newcomer [αrrivαnt] , before any determination, before any preνention, before 
any identification, ίπeSΡectίνe of being a stranger, an immigrant, a guest or an 
unexpected νisitor. Οη the other hand, there are the conditional Iaws (ίn the 

a Deπida develops the question of hospitalίty mostly ίη the following texts: 1. J. Derrida, ΟΙ 
Hospitality, trans. R. Bowlby (Stanford : Stanford University Press, 2000). 2. J. Derήda, Adieu to 
Emmαnuel Levinas, trans. P~-A. Brault & Μ. Naas (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999). 
3. J. Deπida, 'ΉοsρίtalίtΥ, Justice and Responsibility: Α Dialogue with Jacques Deπidaι" ίη 

Questioning Ethics: Contemporary Debates in Phίlosophy, ed. R. Keamey, Μ. Dooley (London: 
Routledge, 1998). 4. J. Deπida, "Une hospitalite a l'infini" & "Responsabilite et hospita1ite." ίn 
Manifeste pour l'hospitalite, ed. Μ. Seffahi (Paris: Paroles ΙΆube, 1999). 5. J. Deπida, 

''Hostipitality'', Angelaki, νοΙ 5. no. 3, December 2000, ρρ. 3-18. 
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plural) of hospitality, which reIate Ιο the unconditional law through the 
imposition of tenns and conditions (political, juήdicaΙ, mora1) υροn ίι The 
imposition of these terms involves the reformulation of the unconditional law 
within the framework of a reciprocal right and duty. Within this framework, 
hospitality assumes the foπn of legality ίη which the unconditional law 
disappears into these discrete entities of right and duty. lts disappearance is 
marked by the restriction imposed υροη these entities. The possession or 
recognition of a right becomes the prelirninary condition for the offer of 
hospitality, which itself is now simply the fulfillment of the duty required by the 
assertion of the right. The right Ιο hospitality subsumes the reception, the 
welcome, that is given Ιο the foreigner under a strict and restrictive juήsdίctiοη. 
Hospitality remains a debt Ιο the guest, but ίι is conditioned by, and conditional 
upon, the existence of a right and a reciprocal duty. If, for example, he or she 
does nοΙ possess a right to hospita1ity or a right to asylum, each new aπival does 
not become a guest. Without this right, he or she can enter one's "home", the 
"house" of the host, only as a "parasite", an illegal, clandestίne presence, subject 
to aπest or deportation. The possession of this ήght is not itself absolute as it is 
not accorded unconditionally. The foreigner does ηοΙ only have a right ίη 

relation Ιο the host, but a duty Ιο behave couectly ίη regard Ιο the host. Ιι is the 
confoπnity with this duty which ensures the continued possessi<;>n of thjs right. . 

Por Deπida, absolute or unconditίonal hospita1ity presupposes a rupture 
with hospitality ίη the cuπent sense, with conditiona1 hospitality, with the right 
Ιο or pact of hospitality. Absolute hospitality demands that Ι open my house, and 
that Ι give ηοΙ only Ιο the foreigner (the one 'who possesses a name, the social 
status of the foreigner, of the tourist, etc) but also to the absolute, unknown, 
anonymous other, a place without askίng for reciprocity (included the economic 
exchange that take place within the oikos and the αgorα) or even his name. 

Even though these two regimes of hospitality, the unconditional law of 
hospitality, ίη its universal singularity, and the conditibnallaws of hospiιality (ίη 
plural) are heterogeneous, iπeducible to each other, they are, nonetheless, 
related to each other. This is because, οη the one hand, the conditionallaws of 
hospitality would cease Ιο be laws of hospitality, if they were not guided by the 
law of unconditional hospitality, if they were οοΙ iospired by it, if they did nοΙ 
aspire to it, if, indeed, they did not demand ίι Political and moral action needs Ιο 
be related to a moment of unconditional or infinite responsibility ίη order nοΙ to 
be reduced to the demands of the moment, that is, it should be based οη a 
moment of universality that exceeds the pragmatic demands of a certain context. 
Therefore, the laws of hospitality need the law of absolute hospitality ίn order to 
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place them and to keep them ίη an incessant progressive movement, Ιο improve 
them. 

Οη the other hand, without the conditiona1 laws ίη the form of a ήght and a 
duty Ιο hospitality, the law of unconditiona] hospitality would be ίη danger of 
remaining abstract, ineffective, wishfuI thinking, utopia. Ιη order Ιο be what ίι is, 
namely, an ought-to-be, the law should become existent, effective, concrete, 
determined, and consequently it needs the laws, which, nevertheless, through the 
detenηination of linήts, powers, ήghts and duties, threaten Ιο coπupt or pervert ίι 

For Deπida, the perνertibility of the law of hospitality arises from the 
complicity between traditionaI hospitality, hospita1ity ίn the cuπent sense, and 
power. There is ηο hospitality, ίη the classical sense of the tenn, without the 
sovereignty of the person who offers hospitaIity οη his or her house. Therefore, 
there is an essential "self-restraint" incorporated ίη the idea of hospitaIity that 
maintains the distance between what belongs Ιο the host and the foreigner, 
between the power of the host ιο remain rnaster of his house and the invitation of 
the other to ί1. As John Caputo observes ίη Deconstruction in α Nutshell: "When 
the host says Ιο the guest, 'Make yourself at home, , this is a self-lίmiting 

invitation. 'Make yourself at home' means: please feel at home, act as if you 
were at home, but, remember, that is ηοΙ true, this is ηοΙ your home but mine, 
and you are expected ιο respect my property."b Since there is ηο hospitality 
without the limits of time and number, the host, also, exercises his or her 
sovereignty, by selecting, fiΙteήng, choosing his or her guests or visitors, those ιο 
whom he or she decides Ιο offer the right of hospitality, but also by fixing the 
Ρeήοd for which they can stay. Thus, there is always a certain hostility ίη every 
act of hospitaIity, that is, hospitality brings always within itself its opposite, so 
that ί1 constitutes a certain "hostil/pitality", something that is reflected, also, ίη 
its etymology: The word "hospitality" stems from the Latin hospes, which is 
formed from hostis, that initially meant a "stranger" and, afterwards, received the 
meaning of the enemy or "hostile" stranger (hostίlis), + pets (potίs, potes, potentία), 

to have power.c Therefore, exc]usion, unfairness, a certain violence, or even a 
certain "perjury" towards the absolute law of hospiιality, begins immediately, 
from the threshold of the right ιο hospitality. Nevertheless~ Derrida recognizes 
that without the possession of a place, a home, which, indeed, limits hospitality, 
there is, ίn reality, ηο opening, or passage ιο hospitality, that is, there is ηο right 

b J. D. Caputo, Deconstruction ίπ α Nutshe11: Α Conversαtion with Jacques Derridα (Ν.Υ,: 

Fordham University Press, 2002), ρ. 111. 

C Derrida is foIlowing the etymology of Emil Benveniste, ίη Le vocabulaire des institutions indo

europeennes Ι (Paris: Minuit, 1969), chap. 7, "L'hospitalite." 
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and debt Ιο hospitality. The exercise of possession over one's "home" is not, ίη 

essence, negative since ίι is a condition of possibility of hospitaIity, but also of 
its impossibility ίη its absolute, unconditIona1 form. Ιη other words, the 

possibi1ity of hospitality depends οη its impossibility. What ίι is required is a 

continuous, remorseless "negotiation" or "compromise", which is, however, 

something that one has always to invent, between, οη the one hand, the wish Ιο 

have and retain a house, and, οη the other hand, the renunciation of one' s 

mastery over it ίη order to be able ιο welcome the other inside ίι unconditionally. 

This asymmetry between unconditiona1 and conditiona1 hospitality 
maintains hospIta1ity as an endless demand, since every particular event of 

welcome of the other can only fall sort of the requirements of the unconditional 
law of unlimited hospitality. Whatever decision we make ίη relation to the 

aπiving of a stranger, the infinite obligation to we]come the other, whoever he or 

she is, ΜΗ a1ways exist, and will be exceed the apparently justified restrictions 
and conditions that we place οη the other ίη his or her aπival and stay. 
Responsible action and decision ' consists ίη the necessity of an incessant 
negotiation between the law of unconditiona1 hospitality, which disregards ήght, 

duty or even politics aηd demands the welcome of the newcomer beyond any terms 

and conditions, and the laws of hospitality, which through the deteπnination of 
limits, powers, ήghts and duties, defy and viol~te the law of unconditional hospitality. , 

The decision of hospitality, according ιο Deπίda, asks me each time to 
invent my own rule. 1f Ι want to appear hospitable to a guest or an unexpected 

visitor, my action, and this is a condition of any moral responsibility, should ηοΙ 
be the result of the mechanicaI application of a rule. The decision should arise 
from nothing. 1ι should ηοι be dictated, programmed or pre-aπanged. Otherwise, 

it has only the αppeαrαnce of hospita1ity, for it does not result from the 
experience of a decision. According to Deπida's anti-nonnative ethics, only 

insofar as somebody starts from nothing, that is, from πο previous rule or ΠΟΠΌ, 

the "inventive" or "poetic" event of hosPIta1ity has some possibility Ιο occur. 
The accession to this "hyperbolic" ethίcs of hospitality places us ίη a 

pennanent situation of Hbad conscience,',' or "gui]t". The "absolute" or 

"hyperbolic" law of hospitality precludes someone from ever being hospitable 

enough. Therefore, one is always guilty and he or she must aIways ask for 
forgiveness for never welcoming the other enough. Moreover, one should feel 

aIso guilty and, therefore, ask forgiveness for the fact that the hospitality he or 
she offers can be transformed into a weapon, a confirmation of his or her 
sovereignty, or even omnipotence, or an appeal for recognitίon since ''one 

always takes by giving." One must, therefore, a priori, ask forgiveness for the 
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gift of hospitality itself, for the sovereignty οτ the desire of sovereignty of the 
gift of hospitality.d As Deπida declares: "So you cannot prevent me from having 
a bad conscience, and that is the main motivation of my ethics and my politics."e 
1t seems that, since such an ethics is "hyperbolic", it prohibits any decision from 
being absolutely ethical. 

This prohibition 1S, ίn a certain sense, the dissolution of the possibility of 
ethical decision. Ροτ, how one can reconcile the fact that while, for Deπίda, 
hospiιality is given to the iπeducible, singular entity, simultaneously, 
unconditional hospitality, as universal law, obliges hospitality to be given ιο 

anyone ίndίscήminateΙΥ. Because, as Deπίda himself recognizes, "as soon as Ι 

relate to an ineducible singular one, Ι am betraying another one, οτ Ι introduce a 
third one who disturbs οτ coπupts the singular relation to the other."f 

Hence, the more "absolute" οτ "hyperbolic" the ethics of hospitality 
b'ecomes the more unethical it becomes. ΒΥ demanding the unconditional 
welcome of the stranger, beyond the possibiliry of any dίscήminatiοn, pure οτ 
absolute hospita1ity can lead not only to the destruction of one's home, but also 
to the suffeήng οτ even the death of the host, since the person who enters can be 
a murderer. 

Consequently, if hospitaJity ought Ιο be given, according to the law of 
unconditional hospitality, to anyone ίndίscήminateΙΥ, then ίι seems legitimate for 
someone Ιο think, when he οτ she engages ίn the experience of decision-making, 
that "ηο one has more weight than anybody else." As Denida poses 1Ι ίη The Gift 
ο!Death,g why should Ι look after this particular cat and not the other cats? Yet, 
do we ηοΙ usually eΧΡeήeηce the sense that - even if we can agree that there are 
lots of situations where we can never be absolutely sure of this - somebody has 
some sort of ρτίοτ claim? Hence, Ιο place at the centre of the experience of 
decision-making the idea that hospitality is an absolutely general obligation to 
everybody is Ιο render ~y notion of special obligation towards persons who are 
ίη urgent need of ίι rather problematic. For, the unconditional law excludes the 
possibility of any kind of discrimination between individuals.h 

d J. Derήda, ''The Unforgivable and the ImρrescήΡtίbΙe", ίη Questioning God, ed. J. Caputo, 

Μ. Dooley, Μ. Scanlon (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2001) ρ. 16. 

~ J. Derήda. 'Όη Forgiveness: Α Roundtable Discussion with Jacques Deπida," ίη J. Caputo. 

Μ. Dooley, Μ. Scan10η (ed.), Questioning God, ... , ρ. 48 . 

f Ibid., ρ. 47. 

g Jacques Derrida, The Gift of Death, trans. David WilIs (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 

1995), ρ . 71. 

h Ι would like to thank Dr Peter Langford for his invaluable help. 
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